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I am trying to figure out the logic behind the
directory structure in the zip file. I have seen How
do you know which folder should you create each

subfolder in? and I am having hard time
understanding the logic behind this based on the

number of directories/files in the zip file. For
instance: -root -root --series-1 --series-2 --series-3

...etc I am assuming that the logic (directory
structure) is the same as the hierachical structure of
the zip file, but it seems not to be. Here is the script
I used to get this zip file. for f in $( ls *.zip | grep -v
\.zip | grep -v \.7z ) ; do p=`echo $f | grep.zip` if [ -z

"$p" ] ; then echo no directory in file name else
p1=`echo $p | sed's/\.zip$//'` echo Creating

directory../../Series-$p1.zip fi done unzip
-t../../Series*.zip Can someone please explain why
this directory structure is the way it is? A: So the
directories are created based on the filenames
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inside the zip archive? Based on this, we need to
know whether it is a hierarchical archive or not. If
it's hierarchical, we have a (base) directory tree

where each directory contains one or more zip files.
A zip archive is hierarchical when it's filenames

follow the naming scheme explained in PKWARE's
description of the zip format. For instance the
structure is more or less as follows: Directory1

Archive1.zip Archive2.zip Directory2 Archive3.zip
Archive4.zip ... DirectoryN Archive1N.zip

Archive2N.zip ... This structure can be visualized as
follows: Directory1 |__ Archive1.zip Directory2 |__

Archive2.zip |__ Archive3.zip ...
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us: Welcome to our website! We are excited that
you have arrived at our website and we hope we

can offer you convenient and useful information. It
is our pleasure to provide all of you new technology
resources, such as technology news, game reviews,

FAQ and lots more. We are also working hard to
create a new section and you will definitely find
something special in it. Your feedback is greatly

appreciated. We thank you very much for sharing
your time. Please contact us if you have any

inquiries.Q: Knockout JS - Scope doesn't update with
observable I want to set a variable in my viewModel
which then updates the view. What's wrong with my
code? ko.applyBindings({ data: db.Rows.toArray()
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}); ko.observable({ count: 0 });
console.log(this.count); As a result I'm only seeing 0
and not 1. A: The count observable is defined inside
the data context, so it's not accessible outside that

context. Add it to the viewModel: ViewModel:
function ViewModel() { var self = this; self.data =

ko.observable(db.Rows
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